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Drug addiction requires associative learning processes that critically involve hippocampal circuits,
including the opioid system. We recently found that acute and chronic stress, important regulators of
addictive processes, affect hippocampal opioid levels and mu opioid receptor trafficking in a sexually
dimorphic manner. Here, we examined whether acute and chronic stress similarly alters the levels and
trafficking of hippocampal delta opioid receptors (DORs). Immediately after acute immobilization stress
(AIS) or one-day after chronic immobilization stress (CIS), the brains of adult female and male rats were
perfusion-fixed with aldehydes. The CA3b region and the dentate hilus of the dorsal hippocampus were
quantitatively analyzed by light microscopy using DOR immunoperoxidase or dual label electron mi-
croscopy for DOR using silver intensified immunogold particles (SIG) and GABA using immunoperox-
idase. At baseline, females compared to males had more DORs near the plasmalemma of pyramidal cell
dendrites and about 3 times more DOR-labeled CA3 dendritic spines contacted by mossy fibers. In AIS
females, near-plasmalemmal DOR-SIGs decreased in GABAergic hilar dendrites. However, in AIS males,
near-plasmalemmal DOR-SIGs increased in CA3 pyramidal cell and hilar GABAergic dendrites and the
percentage of CA3 dendritic spines contacted by mossy fibers increased to about half that seen in un-
stressed females. Conversely, after CIS, near-plasmalemmal DOR-SIGs increased in hilar GABA-labeled
dendrites of females whereas in males plasmalemmal DOR-SIGs decreased in CA3 pyramidal cell den-
drites and near-plasmalemmal DOR-SIGs decreased hilar GABA-labeled dendrites. As CIS in females, but
not males, redistributed DOR-SIGs near the plasmalemmal of hilar GABAergic dendrites, a subsequent
experiment examined the acute affect of oxycodone on the redistribution of DOR-SIGs in a separate
cohort of CIS females. Plasmalemmal DOR-SIGs were significantly elevated on hilar interneuron dendrites
one-hour after oxycodone (3 mg/kg, I.P.) administration compared to saline administration in CIS fe-
males. These data indicate that DORs redistribute within CA3 pyramidal cells and dentate hilar
GABAergic interneurons in a sexually dimorphic manner that would promote activation and drug related
learning in males after AIS and in females after CIS.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Despite lower rates of drug use and abuse, women are more
susceptible to several aspects of drug addiction than men. In
particular, women often experience an accelerated course to
addiction, shorter-drug free periods and higher levels of craving,
and are more likely to relapse due to stressful events or depression
(Becker and Hu, 2008; Becker et al., 2007; Fiorentine et al., 1997;
Weiss et al., 1997). These processes require associative memory
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Abbreviations

ABC avidin-biotin complex
AIS acute immobilization stress
BSA bovine serum albumin
CIS chronic immobilization stress
CRF corticotrophin releasing factor
CRF1 corticotrophin releasing factor receptor 1
DAB diaminobenzidine
DE diestrus phase
DOR delta opioid receptor
E estrus phase
EM electron microscopy
GABA gamma aminobutyric acid

IgG immunoglobulin
ir immunoreactivity
LM light microscopy
LTP long-term potentiation
NPY neuropeptide Y
PE proestrus phase
PARV parvalbumin
PB phosphate buffer
PBS phosphate-buffered saline
ROI region of interest
SIG silver-intensified immunogold
SOM somatostatin
TS tris-buffered saline
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and motivational incentives (Koob and Volkow, 2010) that critically
involve hippocampal output relayed directly or indirectly to the
mesolimbic reward system (Luo et al., 2011; Vorel et al., 2001). This
system is a predominant direct target of abused drugs, including
opioid receptor agonists, such as the prescription medication oxy-
codone. Intrinsic hippocampal circuitry supports spatial and
episodic memory acquisition processes essential for associating a
drug of abuse with a particular place and set of events (i.e., drug-
related learning) (Berke and Hyman, 2000; Kilts et al., 2001;
Risinger and Oakes, 1995; Volkow et al., 2006). Notably, the
opioid system in the CA3 region has been implicated in visual-
spatial pattern completion (Kesner and Warthen, 2010), an
important component of context associative learning.

Within the hippocampus, the opioid peptide, enkephalin, is
contained in the mossy fiber pathway and lateral perforant path
(Drake et al., 2007). Enkephalins as well as exogenous opiates (e.g.,
morphine) predominantly affect excitability and long-term poten-
tiation (LTP) of CA3 pyramidal cells indirectly via activation of m
opioid receptors (MORs) and d opioid receptors (DORs) which
result in inhibition of inhibitory GABAergic interneurons (i.e.,
disinhibition) (Commons and Milner, 1995; Derrick et al., 1992;
Drake et al., 2007; Witter, 1993; Xie and Lewis, 1991). Addition-
ally, enkephalins and exogenous opiates can directly inhibit DORs
present on CA3 pyramidal cells (Bao et al., 2007). Our light and
electron microscopic studies have demonstrated sex differences in
the hippocampal opioid system. Notably, at elevated estrogen
states, compared to low estrogen states and males, enkephalins,
MORs, and DORs are subcellularly positioned to enhance excit-
ability and learning processes (McEwen and Milner, 2017; Torres-
Reveron et al., 2008, 2009; Williams et al., 2011b). Moreover, fe-
males in high estrogen states compared to males have a lower
baseline transmission in the mossy fiber-CA3 pathway that is
regulated by MORs and, unlike males, exhibit a LTP evoked by low
frequency stimulation of themossy fibers that is regulated by DORs.

Drug addiction, particularly relapse, is often provoked by stress
(reviewed by (Bruchas et al., 2008; Shalev et al., 2000)). Stress has
powerful influences on the addictive processes in both males and
females (Koob, 2008). However, females have a heightened sensi-
tivity to stress (Becker et al., 2007) and enhanced cognitive per-
formance following chronic stress (Luine et al., 2007) that may
contribute to their accelerated course of addiction, particularly to
opioid analgesics (Elman et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2004; Lynch et al.,
2000; Robbins et al., 1999). Our recent anatomical studies have
shown notable sex differences in the hippocampal opioid system in
response to acute and chronic immobilization stress (AIS and CIS,
respectively). In particular, our studies suggest that the opioid
system of females, regardless of estrogen state, is “primed” for even
greater excitation of CA3 pyramidal cells after CIS. After CIS females
do not display the atrophy of CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites and the
loss of parvalbumin (PARV)-containing GABA interneurons seen in
males (McEwen, 1999; Milner et al., 2013; Vyas et al., 2002).
Instead, in CIS females, enkephalin levels in mossy fibers are
elevated and the subcellular distribution of MORs in hippocampal
PARV interneurons resembles that seen in unstressed females at
high estrogen states (Milner et al., 2013; Pierce et al., 2014). How-
ever, whether DORs also redistribute differently within hippo-
campal neurons in females and males following AIS and CIS is not
known.

Previous light and electron microscopic studies suggest that
stress could impact the levels and subcellular distribution of hip-
pocampal DORs in a sexually dimorphic manner (Williams et al.,
2011a, 2011b; Williams and Milner, 2011). DOR-immunoreactivity
(DOR-ir) is colocalized in neurons containing the stress neurohor-
mone corticotrophin releasing factor (CRF) and its receptor
(Williams et al., 2011a; Williams and Milner, 2011). Our electron
microscopic studies have demonstrated that females in high es-
trogen states exhibit internalization and trafficking of DORs to-
wards the soma of CA1 pyramidal cells; this is not seen in females in
low estrogen states in males (Williams et al., 2011b). Moreover,
females at high estrogen states have elevated levels of phosphor-
ylated DORs in CA2/3 pyramidal cells compared to females at low
estrogen states and males, which then is reduced following AIS
(Burstein et al., 2013). As DOR phosphorylation parallels the
uncoupling and internalization of DORs (Pradhan et al., 2009), this
suggests that CA2/3 neurons in females at high estrogen states may
be more sensitive to opioid agonists.

Thus, this study sought to determine the levels and trafficking of
DORs in the hippocampus following stress, and further if this differs
in females and males. For this, dual labeling electron microscopic
immunocytochemistry examined the distribution of DORs in CA3
pyramidal cells and GABAergic interneurons in the dentate hilus
after AIS and CIS.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

All procedures were approved by the Rockefeller University and
Weill Cornell Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittees and were in accordance with the 2011 Eighth edition of the
National Institutes of Health guidelines for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals. Adult male (~275e325 gm) and female
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(~225e250 gm) Sprague-Dawley rats (N ¼ 104; Charles River
Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) were approximately 2 month old at
the time of arrival. The rats were pair-housed with 12:12 light/dark
cycles (Lights on 0600e1800) and had access to food and water ad
libitum. The rats used in this study were the same as those used in
our previous studies (Burstein et al., 2013; Gonzales et al., 2011;
Milner et al., 2013; Pierce et al., 2014).

2.1.1. Estrous cycle determination
Only female rats that showed two consecutive, regular 4e5 day

estrous cycles prior to initiation of AIS or CIS were used. Estrous
cycle stage was determined using vaginal smear cytology (Turner
and Bagnara, 1971) daily between 9:00 and 10:00 a.m., following
1 week of acclimation after arrival. To control for the effects of
handling, males were removed from their cages daily and mock
estrous cycling was performed. Previous studies (Milner et al.,
2013) confirmed estrous cycle stages in these same rats using
uterine weight and plasma serum estradiol levels via radioimmu-
noassay weremeasured. Three estrous cycle stages were chosen for
study: proestrus (elevated estrogen levels, 0.5e1 day long), estrus
(declining estrogen levels, 2e2.5 days long) and diestrus 2 rats
(referred to here as diestrus, low estrogen and progestin levels,
2e2.5 days long). Previous studies in these rats showed that CIS had
no effect on the length of the estrous cycle or the duration of the
individual estrous phases (Milner et al., 2013).

2.1.2. Acute immobilization stress
Rats (N ¼ 48) were transported from their home-room into a

procedure room between 9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., and AIS was
performed as previously described (Lucas et al., 2007; Shansky
et al., 2010). Briefly, rats were placed in plastic cone-shaped poly-
ethylene bags with a small breathing hole at the apex and a Kotex
mini-pad was placed underneath them to collect urine. The rats
were placed with their nose at the hole and the bag was sealedwith
tape; they thenwere left undisturbed on the countertop for 30min.
Immediately after the conclusion of the AIS, the rats were anes-
thetized in a neighboring procedure room and their brains fixed via
perfusion (see below). Control rats were left in the home-room and
anesthetized prior to transfer to the procedure room for perfusion.

2.1.3. Chronic immobilization stress
During the stress paradigm, the control and CIS rats were pair-

housed in separate rooms. For CIS, the rats (N ¼ 48) were sub-
jected to the AIS procedure as described above for 10 consecutive
days. Rats were killed 24 h after the final stress period.

2.1.4. Acute oxycodone administration
In a separate cohort, 8 female rats were subjected to CIS as

described in Section 2.1.3. Twenty-three hours later, four control
and four CIS female rats were injected with 3 mg/kg (I.P) of oxy-
codone. This dose of oxycodone was chosen because it induces
conditioned place preference in young adult female Sprague
Dawley rats (Olmstead and Burns, 2005). The rats were killed one
hour later. Estrous cycle assessment at the termination of the
experiment showed that the rats were in estrus.

2.2. Immunocytochemistry procedures

2.2.1. Section preparation
Rats were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital

(150 mg/kg, I.P.) and perfused sequentially through the ascending
aorta with: (1) 10e15 ml 0.9% saline containing 2% heparin; (2)
50 ml of 3.75% acrolein and 2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phos-
phate buffer (PB; pH 7.4); and (3) 200ml of 2% paraformaldehyde in
PB (Milner et al., 2011). After the perfusion, brains were removed
from the skull, cut into 5 mm coronal blocks, postfixed in 2%
paraformaldehyde in PB for 30 min, and then transferred into PB.
Coronal sections (40 mm thick) through the hippocampus were cut
on a vibrating microtome (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL)
into PB. Sections were stored in cryoprotectant solution (30% su-
crose and 30% ethylene glycol in PB) at 20 �C.

Prior to immunocytochemistry, one section per rat from the
dorsal hippocampus [-3.5 to �4.2 mm from Bregma (Swanson,
1992)] was rinsed in PB. To ensure identical labeling conditions
between experimental groups for quantitative immunocytochem-
istry (Pierce et al., 1999), the sections were coded with hole-
punches, pooled into single containers and then processed
together through all immunocytochemical procedures. The sec-
tions were incubated in 1% sodium borohydride in PB for 30 min to
neutralize reactive aldehydes (Milner et al., 2011) and rinsed
thoroughly in PB.

2.2.2. Antibody characterization
2.2.2.1. DOR. A rabbit polyclonal antibody against amino acids
3e17 of the DOR (AB1560, Millipore, Temecula, CA) was used for
these studies. In lysates from whole rat brain, cerebral cortex,
hippocampus and spinal cord, and in NG108-15 cells, which have
been shown to endogenously express DORs (Barg et al., 1984;
Kieffer et al., 1992; Persson et al., 2005), Western blots for
AB1560 yield two major bands at 36kD and 72kD [see Supple-
mental Fig. 1 in (Williams et al., 2011a) and (Persson et al., 2005;
Saland et al., 2005)]; moreover, rat spinal cord lysates have an
additional 48kD band on Western blots (Persson et al., 2005). The
72 kDa band is thought to represent a dimer or a glycosylated form
of DOR (Persson et al., 2005; Saland et al., 2005). In rat whole rat
brain lysates, cerebral cortex and spinal cord, the 36kD, 48kD and
72kD bands were partly blocked after 1 h preincubation of the
AB1560 antibody with 10 mg/ml of the immunogenic peptide and
completely eliminated after 1 h preincubation of the AB1560
antibody with 150 mg/ml of immunogenic peptide (Persson et al.
2000, 2005). Moreover, no detectable labeling of this antibody is
seen in Western blots of COS-7 cells (see Supplemental Fig. 1 in
Williams et al., 2011a) that do not endogenously express DORs
(Kieffer et al., 1992).

Preadsorption of a 1:100 dilution of AB1560 with the synthetic
epitope sequence of DOR1 3e17 at 10�4 M overnight at 4 �C nearly
eliminated immunofluorescent labeling in the rat striatal sections
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Olive et al., 1997). A 1:250 dilu-
tion of AB1560 labeled cells in paraformaldehyde-fixed sections
from the dorsal raphe of wild-type mice but not DOR knockout
mice (The Jackson Laboratory, B6.129S2-Oprd1tm1) as determined
by immunofluorescence (see Supplemental Fig. 1 in Bie et al., 2010).
[However, the pattern of immunofluorescent labeling of AB1560
did not differ in 10% formalin-fixed spinal cord sections from
wildtype and DOR knock-out mice (see Supplementary Fig. 5, in
Scherrer et al., 2009).] Controls omitting the AB1560 antiserum and
processed for peroxidase labeling did not result in any labeling in
rat hippocampal acrolein-paraformaldehyde fixed sections
(Commons and Milner, 1997).

The DOR AB1560 antibody has been previously characterized for
light and electron microscopic studies in the rat hippocampus
(Commons and Milner, 1996a, 1997; Williams et al., 2011a, 2011b;
Williams and Milner, 2011). Our previous studies have shown
that DOR immunoreactivity in the rat hippocampus is fixation
sensitive and yields the most intense labeling with 3.75% acrolein
and 2% paraformaldehyde fixed sections compared to 4% para-
formaldehyde fixed sections (Commons and Milner, 1997). In the
rat hippocampus, the pattern of DOR-labeling seen at the light
microscopic level as well as the types and distribution of DOR-
labeled profiles seen at the electron microscopic level are
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identical with AB1560 and a polyclonal guinea pig antiserum raised
against amino acids 34e48 (p34) of the mouse DOR (Commons and
Milner, 1996b, 1997). Moreover, the pattern of DOR-
immunolabeling in the rat hippocampus seen with these two an-
tibodies is consistent with that seen for DOR mRNA expression in
the rat, which indicated that interneurons have higher levels of
DOR expression than pyramidal cells (Mansour et al., 1994). The
distribution of DOR-immunoreactivity in the rat hippocampus also
is in agreement with the distribution of DOR binding sites in the rat
hippocampus described previously by autoradiography (Crain et al.,
1986; Gulya et al., 1986; Mansour et al., 1987; McLean et al., 1987).

2.2.2.2. GABA. A rat polyclonal antiserum was produced against
GABA-glutaraldehyde-hemocyanin conjugates, and was provided
by A. Towle, formerly affiliated with Dept. of Neurology at Cornell
University Medical College. The specificity of this antiserum was
tested using preadsorption with GABA-bovine serum albumin
(BSA), which eliminated immunoreactivity; however, pre-
adsorption with unconjugated GABA or BSA conjugated to gluta-
mate, b-alanine or taurine did not abolish immunoreactivity
(Lauder et al., 1986). Additionally immunoreactivity of this anti-
serum has been reported to be consistent with the specificity of
other GABA-antisera (Lauder et al., 1986).

2.2.2.3. Neuropeptide Y (NPY). The rabbit polyclonal antibody
against porcine NPY was obtained from Peninsula Laboratories
International (San Carlos, CA). On immunodot blots, this antibody
recognizes a 10�8 M concentration of NPY and closely related
peptides YY and pancreatic polypeptide at 10�5 M concentrations
(Milner and Veznedaroglu, 1992). This antibody has been used in
previous light and electron microscopic studies (Ledoux et al.,
2009; Milner and Veznedaroglu, 1992; Milner et al., 1997; Rogers
et al., 2016).

2.2.3. Light microscopic immunocytochemistry
To examine changes in the density of DOR-ir in the hippocam-

pus In the AIS and CIS groups, sections were processed using pre-
viously described methods (Williams et al., 2011b). Briefly, sections
were rinsed in 0.1 M Tris-buffered saline (TS; pH 7.6) and then
blocked in 0.5% BSA in TS for 30 min. Sections were incubated in
rabbit anti-DOR antibody (1:5000 dilution) made in 0.1% BSA and
TS for 1 day at room temperature, and then 1 day at 4 �C. Sections
then were incubated in a 1:400 dilution of biotinylated donkey-
anti-rabbit immunoglobulin (IgG; Jackson Immunoresearch Labo-
ratories, Westgrove, PA) for 30 min followed by 1:100 dilution of
avidinebiotin complex (ABC; Vectastain elite kit, Vector Labora-
tories, Burlingame, CA) for 30 min. All incubations were separated
by washes of TS. Sections were reacted in 2,2- diaminobenzidine
(DAB; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 3% H2O2 in TS for 6min and
in TS followed by PB. Sections were mounted on gelatin-coated
slides, dehydrated, and coverslipped from xylene with DPX
mounting media (Sigma-Aldrich).

To determine if the numbers of NPY-containing cells, which are
known to colocalize DOR (Drake et al., 2007), were altered
following CIS, sections from the diestrus females and males were
processed for peroxidase immunolabeling as described above. In
this experiment, the NPY antibody was diluted 1:15,000 in 0.25%
triton in 0.1% BSA and TS.

2.2.4. Dual labeling electron microscopic immunocytochemistry
Sections were dually labeled for DOR and GABA using a previ-

ously described protocol (Milner et al., 2011). In brief, sections were
incubated in a combination of the rabbit DOR antibody (1:5000
dilution) and the rat GABA antibody (1:1000 dilution) in 0.1% BSA
and TS for 1 day at room temperature and 4 days at 4 �C. Sections
then were processed for peroxidase labeling for GABA as described
for light microscopy (sec. 2.2.3), except that a secondary donkey
anti-rat IgG conjugated to biotin (Jackson Labs) was used. Next,
sections were rinsed in TS and incubated in donkey anti-rabbit IgG
conjugated to 1 nm gold particles (1:50 dilution; Electron Micro-
scopy Sciences (EMS), Fort Washington, PA) in 0.01% gelatin and
0.08% BSA in 0.01 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) at 4 �C
overnight. Sections were rinsed in PBS, postfixed in 2% glutaral-
dehyde in PBS for 10 min, and rinsed in PBS followed by 0.2 M
sodium citrate buffer (pH 7.4). The conjugated gold particles were
enhanced by reaction in a silver solution (RPN491 Silver Enhance
kit, GE Healthcare, Waukeska, WI) for 6 min. Sections then were
rinsed thoroughly in PB.

Sections were fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide for 1 h followed by
PB rinses and dehydration in increasing concentrations of ethanol
and propylene oxide before being embedded in EMbed 812 (EMS)
(Milner et al., 2011). Ultrathin sections (70e72 nm thick) were cut
from the CA3b region or dentate gyrus on a Leica UCT ultratome
and collected on 400 mesh thin-bar copper grids (EMS). The grids
were counterstained with uranyl acetate and Reynolds lead citrate.

2.3. Data collection and analysis

All people who performed all data collection and analyses were
blinded to experimental condition. Data were unblinded after the
final graphs were generated.

2.3.1. Light microscopy
Quantitative densitometric analysis of DOR-ir of regions of in-

terest (ROI) in the hippocampus of rats from the AIS and CIS groups
was determined using previously described methods (Pierce et al.,
2014; Williams et al., 2011b). For this, images of the hippocampus
were captured with a 4� objective on a Nikon Eclipse 80i micro-
scope using a Dage MTI CCD-72 camera and MicroComputer Im-
aging Device (MCID; Linton, UK) software. Blank fields taken from a
slidewithout tissue first were subtracted to compensate for uneven
illumination across the field. For each captured image, average pixel
densities (out of 256 gray levels) were then determined using NIH
ImageJ software for stratum radiatum in CA3b. To compensate for
background staining levels and to control for variations in the
overall illumination level between images, the average pixel den-
sity for three small regions lacking labeling (white matter) was
subtracted. Optical density was measured using ImageJ64.

The number of DOR- or NPY-labeled was determined in the hilus
of the dentate gyrus from the males and females (estrus stage only)
in the CIS group as previously described (Milner et al., 1997;
Williams et al., 2011b). Using the granule cell layer as a border, all
labeled cells (DOR or NPY) with a distinguishable nucleus were
counted in the hilus excluding cells in the CA3 cell layer border. The
area of the hilus was determined using ImageJ64 software. The
number of cells per unit area of the hilus then was calculated. In
addition to this analysis, the number of cells in the crest, central
hilus and dorsal blade of the hilus was determined. For this, a 200-
mm2 rectangle was placed over these regions using the granule cell
layer as a guide.

2.3.2. Electron microscopy
Sections from the CA3b and hilus of the dentate gyrus were

examined on CM10 transmission electron microscope (FEI, Hills-
boro, OR). Images were collected at a magnification of 13,500.
Profiles were identified and categorized as neuronal (soma, den-
drites, axons, terminals) or glial based on standardized morpho-
logical characteristics (Peters et al., 1991). Dendritic profiles
contained regular microtubular arrays and were usually post-
synaptic to axon terminal profiles. Dendritic profiles were further
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classified as large (average diameter >1.0 mm) and small (average
diameter <1.0 mm). Axon terminal profiles had numerous small
synaptic vesicles and had a cross-sectional diameter greater than
0.2 mm. Mossy fiber terminals were identified by their large size
(~1e1.5 mm in diameter), irregular contour and presence of
numerous small synaptic vesicles (Amaral and Dent, 1981).

Immunoperoxidase labeling for GABA was distinguished as an
electron-dense reaction product precipitate. Silver intensified
immunogold (SIG) labeling for DOR appeared as black electron-
dense particles that varied in size. Occasionally, SIG particles
were clustered together (e.g., Fig. 2A). In these instances, the SIG
particle was counted as one. Although sometimes DAB precipitate
appeared as dots, it was not black and clearly distinguishable from
the SIG particles. To minimize false negative labeling of smaller
profiles, profiles were considered as dual-labeled if they contained
electron-dense reaction product and at least one gold particle.
Criteria for field selection included good morphological preserva-
tion, the presence of immunolabeling in the field, and proximity to
the plasticetissue interface (i.e., the surface of the tissue) to avoid
problems due to differences in antibody penetration (Milner et al.,
2011).

For the analysis, DOR-SIG particle localization was recorded as,
plasmalemmal, near plasma membrane (i.e., particles within
50 nm, but not touching the plasma membrane) or cytoplasmic.
The presence of plasmalemma receptors identified by SIGs corre-
sponds to sites of receptor binding (Boudin et al., 1998). Receptors
may be inserted into or removed from the plasmalemma from a
pool of receptors near the plasmalemma. Cytoplasmic receptors
may be stored, in transit to/from the cell body or other cellular
compartments, as well as in the process of being degraded or
recycled (Fernandez-Monreal et al., 2012; Pierce et al., 2009). In
response to agonist stimulation, the ratio of plasmalemma-to-
cytoplasmic SIG labeled receptors shows the expected decrease
(Haberstock-Debic et al., 2003). Thus, the distribution of protein as
identified by SIGs likely reflects receptor functionality.

2.3.2.1. Analysis 1: DOR-SIG labeling in CA3 and the dentate gyrus.
Micrographs containing single SIG DOR labeled dendrites were
collected from stratum radiatum of CA3 or dual labeled dendrites
from the hilus of the dentate gyrus as previously described (Milner
et al. 2011, 2013). For this, 50 labeled dendritic profiles were
randomly selected from the tissue-plastic interface and photo-
graphed. Usually, one thin section per block was sufficient to obtain
the required number of profiles. Occasionally two sections per
block were analyzed. In this case, the profiles were taken from non-
overlapping regions of the block. The subcellular distribution and
density of DOR-SIG particles in GABA-labeled dendrites was
determined as previously described (Williams et al., 2011b). For
this, Microcomputer Imaging Device software (MCID, Imaging
Research Inc., Ontario, Canada) was used to determine perimeter
(i.e., plasmalemma), cross-sectional area, average cross-sectional
diameter, and major and minor axis lengths of each immunola-
beled dendrite. Dendrites with an oblong or irregular shape (form
factor value < 0.5) were excluded from the data set. The parameters
used for statistical comparisons were: 1) the number of plasma
membrane DOR-SIG particles on the dendrite perimeter (PM:mm);
2) the number of near plasma membrane DOR-SIG particles per
perimeter (Near:mm); 3) the number of cytoplasmic DOR-SIG par-
ticles per cross-sectional area (CY:mm2); and 4) the total number of
DOR-SIG particles (sum of plasmalemmal, near-plasmalemmal and
cytoplasmic) in a dendritic profile/unit cross-sectional area
(Total:mm2). The partitioning ratio is the proportion of DOR-SIG
particles in a particular subcellular compartment (e.g., plasma
membrane or cytoplasm) divided by the total number of DOR-SIG-
particles. Dendrites were divided further into large (>1.0 mm) and
small (�1.0 mm) based on average diameter, which correspond to
proximal and distal to the cell body (Peters et al., 1991).

2.3.2.2. Analysis 2: DOR-SIG labeling in spines contacted by mossy
fibers. The analysis was similar to that described previously (Harte-
Hargrove et al., 2015). Fifty mossy fiber profiles per rat were
collected from random fields of stratum lucidum of CA3b near the
tissue-plastic interface from each block. All spine profiles that were
in contact with a mossy fiber profile were counted and classified as
DOR-labeled (i.e., containing at least 1 SIG particle) or non-DOR
labeled. DOR-SIG particles in dendritic spines were then classified
as on the plasma membrane or synapse or in the cytoplasm.

2.4. Statistical analysis and figure preparation

Data are expressed as means ± SEM. Statistical relationships
were examined with a student’ t-test or with analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with Tukey's post-hoc tests through JMP11 software (SAS
Institute, Inc.). Values were considered statistically significant
when p < 0.05.

Adjustments to brightness, contrast and sharpness were made
in Adobe Photoshop 9.0 on an iMac prior to importing into Pow-
erPoint 2010, where final adjustments to brightness, contrast and
size were made. These changes did not alter the original content of
the raw image. Graphs were generated in Prism 6.

3. Results

3.1. Sex, cycle phase and duration of stress differentially alter DOR
levels in CA3b

Consistent with previous light microscopic descriptions of DOR-
labeling in CA3 (Commons andMilner,1997;Williams et al., 2011b),
DOR-ir was in the CA2 and CA3 pyramidal cell layers (Fig. 1A and B).
Moreover, DOR-ir was diffusely distributed in stratum radiatum
and, to a greater extent, in stratum lucidum (Fig. 1B). A few scat-
tered DOR-immunoreactive interneurons also were observed in
stratum oriens (Fig. 1A).

As previous studies have shown sex and estrus cycle phase affect
the levels of DOR-ir in CA1 (Williams et al., 2011b), we analyzed the
levels of DOR-ir in stratum radiatum of CA3b for effect of cycle
phase (proestrus, estrus, diestrus), sex and stress (stress or control)
using a two-way ANOVA. In the AIS group, there were significant
main effects of cycle [F(3,26) ¼ 12.81, P < 0.0001] and stress
[F(1,26) ¼ 28.34, P < 0.0001], but no significant interaction of cycle
and stress [F(3,26) ¼ 0.3546, P ¼ 0.7862). In the CIS group, there
was a significant main effect of cycle [F(3,32) ¼ 3.647, P ¼ 0.0228]
but no significant main effect of stress [F(1,32) ¼ 0.580, P ¼ 0.1180].
In both the AIS and CIS control groups, post-hoc analyses demon-
strated that the levels of DOR-ir were significantly less (p < 0.05) in
proestrus females compared to diestrus females (Fig. 1C and D).

Post-hoc analyses showed that AIS and CIS had the opposite
effect on the levels of DOR-ir in stratum radiatum of CA3b in fe-
males and males. Following AIS, the levels of DOR-ir were signifi-
cantly reduced (p < 0.05) in both proestrus females and males, but
not estrus and diestrus females (Fig. 1C). However, the levels of
DOR-ir in proestrus rats compared to diestrus rats were still
significantly lower (p < 0.05) after AIS (Fig. 1C). In contrast, CIS
significantly elevated DOR-ir in proestrus females and significantly
lowered (p < 0.05) DOR-ir levels in diestrus females. Moreover, CIS
did not significantly affect the levels of DOR-ir in males (Fig. 1D).
Thus, CIS eliminated the influence of cycle phase on DOR levels and
essentially shifted the DOR levels to the middle levels observed in
estrus control rats.



Fig. 1. Effects of estrous cycle phase and sex on the levels of DOR-ir in the CA3
region. A. Low magnification photomicrograph shows DOR-ir is in the CA2 and CA3
regions from the dorsal hippocampus of a diestrus rat. Arrow indicated example of
DOR-labeled neurons in stratum oriens. Box shows region of CA3b sampled for
densitometry. B. Higher magnification of CA3b shows representative DOR-labeling
from proestrus (PE) control and AIS females. The levels of DOR-ir were sampled in
stratum radiatum (sr). pcl, pyramidal cell layer, slu, stratum lucidum, so, stratum ori-
ens. Scale bars A ¼ 100 mm; B ¼ 100 mm. C and D. In control rats, the levels of DOR-ir
were significantly elevated (a, c; p < 0.05) in CA3 stratum radiatum in diestrus (DE)
rats compared to proestrus rats. C. AIS significantly decreased (*p < 0.05) the levels of
DOR-ir in CA3 stratum radiatum in proestrus females and males. Following AIS, the
levels of DOR-ir in diestrus rats were elevated compared to proestrus rats (b: p < 0.05).
D. Following CIS, fluctuations in DOR-ir in CA3 stratum radiatum over the estrus cycle
in females were not apparent and the levels of DOR-ir significantly increased
(*p < 0.05) in proestrus females and significantly decreased (*p < 0.05) in diestrus
females. N ¼ 6 animals per group.
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3.2. Baseline densities of DOR in CA3b dendrites differ in proestrus
females and males

The cycle stage inwhich the greatest difference in DOR levels by
light microscopy was observed was chosen for EM analysis. Thus,
proestrus and diestrus rats were analyzed following AIS and CIS,
respectively. In both females and males, DOR-SIG particles were on
the plasma membrane, near the plasma membrane and in the
cytoplasm of dendritic shafts in stratum radiatum of CA3b (Fig. 2A
and B). Consistent with previous studies (Commons and Milner,
1996a), DOR-labeling also was detected in terminals, axons and
glia (not shown).

Initially, the baseline density of DOR-SIG particles in dendritic
shafts was determined by comparing the control female and male
from the AIS groups using a student t-test. The control female rats
from the AIS group had significantly more near plasma membrane
DOR-SIG particles than control males (t246.8 ¼ �2.75, p ¼ 0.0064)
from the AIS group (Fig. 3A). Similarly, the control female rats
showed increased partitioning ratio near plasmalemma
(t262.4 ¼ �2.52, p ¼ 0.0122) as well as in the cytoplasm
(t262.4 ¼ 2.53, p ¼ 0.0121). A similar analysis comparing DOR la-
beling in control CIS diestrus females with males showed no sig-
nificant differences between the two groups (not shown). Thus, at
baseline, proestrus females have a greater proportion of DORs
poised to be inserted into the plasma membrane of CA3 pyramidal
cell dendrites.

3.3. AIS and CIS have opposite effects on the distribution of DORs in
CA3 dendrites in females and males

No differences in the density of plasmalemmal, near plasma-
lemmal, cytoplasmic or total DOR-SIG particles in CA3 dendrites in
either female or male rats were seen following AIS (Fig. 3C and D).
However, when CA3 dendrites were analyzed by size, significant
differences emerged: there was a significant increase in the cyto-
plasmic density (t123.8 ¼ �2.11, p ¼ 0.0371) of DOR-SIG particles in
large dendrites of the females after AIS (Figs. 2A,C and 3F) and a
significant increase in the density of near plasmalemmal
(t102.2 ¼ �2.35, p ¼ 0.0210) and total (t104.9 ¼ �2.30, p ¼ 0.0234)
DOR-SIG particles in small dendrites in males after AIS (Figs. 2B,D
and 3F).

CIS had the opposite effects of AIS on the distribution of DOR-
SIG particles in CA3 dendrites in females and males. After CIS,
there was a significant decrease in the cytoplasmic (t271.5 ¼ 5.49,
p < 0.0001) and total (t251.2 ¼ 5.66, p < 0.0001) density of DOR-SIG
particles in females (diestrus) (Fig. 4A, B & E). In males, CIS
decreased the density of DOR-SIG particles on the plasma mem-
brane (t88.4 ¼ 2.81, p ¼ 0.0061) of CA3 dendrites (Fig. 4C, D and F).
Further analysis showed that the partitioning ratio of DOR-SIG
particles in CA3 dendrites was not different in females after CIS in
any cellular compartment (Fig. 4G). However, the partitioning ratio
of DOR-SIG particles on the plasma membrane of CA3 dendrites
was significantly decreased (t104.3 ¼ 2.31, p ¼ 0.0231) in the males
after CIS (Fig. 4H).

As our previous studies have shown that the percent of DOR
labeled spines contacted by mossy fibers is greater in proestrus
females compared to males (Harte-Hargrove et al., 2015), we next
analyzed the effect of AIS and CIS on the percent of DOR labeled
spines contacted by mossy fibers. AIS had no significant effect on
the percent of DOR-labeled spines in proestrus females but signif-
icantly increased (t 3.24 ¼ 3.42, p ¼ 0.0371) the percent of DOR
labeled spines in males (Fig. 5AeC). Following CIS, only dendritic
spines in females were analyzed as previous studies in males have
shown that CIS results in a loss of CA3 pyramidal cell dendritic
spines (McEwen, 1999). Following CIS, the percentage of dendritic



Fig. 2. Representative electron micrographs of DOR-SIG labeling in CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites from females and males after AIS. A. Control proestrus female. B. Control
male. C. AIS proestrus female. D. AIS male. Examples of near plasmalemmal (chevron) and cytoplasmic (arrow) DOR-SIG particles in dendrites (D) are shown. After AIS, cytoplasmic
DOR-SIG particles are elevated in females and near plasmalemmal particles are elevated in males. Scale bars A - D ¼ 500 nm.
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spines that contacted mossy fibers approached a significant
decrease (t 2.3 ¼ 3.68, p ¼ 0.0530; Fig. 5D).

Thus, in females cytoplasmic pools of DORs increase after AIS
but decrease after CIS. Conversely, in males DORs traffic towards
the plasma membrane of CA3 dendrites and spines after AIS but
traffic away from the plasma membrane after CIS.
3.4. CIS increases the number of DOR-labeled cells in a select hilar
subregion in females

Previous studies have shown that subpopulations of hilar
GABAergic interneurons coexpress different opioid receptors:
MORs are predominant on PARV interneurons whereas DORs are
predominant on NPY/somatostatin (SOM) containing interneurons
in rats (reviewed in (Drake et al., 2007)). Chronic stress decreases
the number of PARV-containing neurons in the hilus of the dentate
gyrus of male but not female rats (Hu et al., 2010; Milner et al.,
2013). While it is unknown if CIS affects the number of DOR-
containing neurons in the hilus, this is important as it would
impact the interpretation of the EM assessment of DOR redistri-
bution in GABAergic interneurons after CIS.

Consistent with previous studies (Commons and Milner, 1996a;
Williams and Milner, 2011), DOR-labeled interneurons were
located in the dorsal blade, central and crest regions of the hilus
(Fig. 6A). DOR-labeled neurons were rarely found in the sub-
granular region of the hilus. After CIS, the total number of DOR-
labeled neurons increased in the females (t 7.14 ¼ �2.61;
p ¼ 0.0343; Fig. 6C) but was not altered in the males (Fig. 6E).
Further analysis of the hilar subregions showed that CIS selectively
increased the number of DOR-labeled cells in the dorsal blade of
females (t8.71 ¼ �2.65; p ¼ 0.0273; Fig. 6B,D) but did not signifi-
cantly alter the number of DOR-labeled cells in the males (Fig. 6F).

Like DOR, NPY-labeled neurons in the dentate hilus were located
in the dorsal blade, central and crest regions of the hilus
(Suppl. Fig. 1). There were no significant differences in the total
number of NPY-labeled neurons in the females after CIS
(Suppl. Fig. 1C). However, the total number of NPY-labeled neurons
decreased in the males (Suppl. Fig. 1A,B and D). Neither females nor
males had significant differences in the hilar subregions (not
shown).
3.5. AIS and CIS have the opposite effect on the redistribution of
DORs in hilar GABAergic interneurons in females and males

In all groups, dendrites dually labeled for DOR and GABA were
sampled from the central and crest subregions of the hilus. Similar
to previous observations (Commons and Milner, 1996a), dual
labeled dendrites were primarily observed in the central hilar re-
gion. Dual labeled dendrites lacked dendritic spines and were often
contacted by several axon terminals that formed asymmetric syn-
apses (Figs. 7AeD and 8AeD).

As observed in the CA3 region, AIS did not alter the density of
DOR-SIG particles in GABA-labeled dendrites in any cellular
compartment in either females or males (Fig. 7E and F). However,
when separated by dendritic size, significant differences in the
redistribution of DOR-SIG particles emerged and these were sexu-
ally dimorphic. After AIS, the density of near plasma membrane
DOR-SIG particles in large GABA-labeled dendrites significantly
decreased in females (t 100.97 ¼ 2.43, p ¼ 0.0170; Fig. 7A, B & G). In
contrast, AIS significantly increased (t 123.2 ¼ 2.15, p ¼ 0.029) the
density of near plasma membrane DOR-SIG particles in small
GABA-labeled dendrites in males (Fig. 7C,D & H).

The pattern of redistribution of DOR-SIG particles seen
following CIS in females compared to males is the opposite as that
observed after AIS. After CIS, no significant differences in the den-
sity of DOR-SIG particles in GABA-labeled dendrites were seen in
any cellular compartment in either females or males (Fig. 8E and F).
However, there were significant sex differences in the partitioning
ratio of DOR-SIG particles in GABA-labeled dendrites after CIS. The
proportion of DOR-SIG particles on the near plasma membrane
compartment significantly increased (t 372.7 ¼ �2.18, p ¼ 0.0299) in
females (Fig. 8A,B & G) and tended to decrease (t 320.4 ¼ 1.89,
p ¼ 0.0600) in the males (Fig. 8C,D & H).



Fig. 3. Sex differences in the distribution of DOR-SIG particles in CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites at baseline and following AIS. A. In control rats, the density of near plas-
malemmal DOR-SIG particles in dendrites in significantly greater (*p < 0.05) in proestrus females compared to males. B. Compared to males, the partitioning ratio of DOR-SIG
particles in dendrites was significantly elevated near the plasmalemma (*p < 0.05) and significantly less in the cytoplasm (*p < 0.05). C, D. AIS did not significantly alter the
density of DOR-SIG particles in any cellular compartment in dendrites in either proestrus females or males. E. After AIS, there was a significant increase (*p < 0.05) in cytoplasmic
density of DOR-SIG particles in large dendrites of proestrus females. F. After AIS, there was a significant increase in the near plasmalemma and total densities (*p < 0.05) of DOR-SIG
particles in small dendrites of males. N ¼ 3 rats group; n ¼ 50 dendrites per rat.
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3.6. Acute oxycodone in CIS females redistributed DORs to the
membrane of CA3 and hilar interneuron dendrites

The above results showed that females compared to males have
higher baseline levels of near-plasmalemmal DORs in CA3 pyra-
midal cell dendrites (sec. 3.2) and a higher percentage of CA3 DOR-
labeled spines contacted by mossy fibers (sec. 3.3). Following CIS in
females, but not males, the density of near-plasmalemmal DOR-
SIGs in CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites did not change and the density
of near-plasmalemmal DOR-SIGs increased in hilar GABAergic
dendrites. These results suggest that DORs in the female hippo-
campus, especially after CIS, are positioned to be activated by DOR
agonist. Thus, to test this hypothesis, a subsequent experiment
examined the acute affect of oxycodone on the redistribution of
DOR-SIGs in a separate cohort of CIS females. In this experiment the
distribution of DORs in either CA3 or dentate hilar interneurons of
CIS estrus females was examined 1 h after an injection of the opioid
agonist oxycodone (3 mg/kg, i.p.).

By light microscopy, acute oxycodone had no significant effect
on the density of DOR-ir in stratum radiatum of CA3 and no sig-
nificant effect on the number of DOR-labeled hilar interneurons
(not shown). By EM, acute oxycodone did not alter the density or
partitioning ratio of DOR-SIG particles in CA3 pyramidal cell den-
drites in CIS females (not shown). However, the percentage of DOR-



Fig. 4. Sex differences in the distribution of DOR-SIG particles in CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites following CIS. AeD. Representative electron micrographs show the distribution
of DOR-SIG particles in dendrites from a control diestrus female (A) and control male (B) and CIS diestrus female (C) and CIS male (D). Examples of plasmalemmal (arrow with tail),
near plasmalemmal (chevron) and cytoplasmic (arrow) DOR-SIG particles in dendrites are shown. After CIS, cytoplasmic DOR-SIG particles decrease in diestrus females. Scale bars A,
B ¼ 500 nm. E. After CIS, the cytoplasmic and total density of DOR-SIG particles significantly decrease (*p < 0.05) in dendrites in females. F. After CIS, the density of DOR-SIG particles
on the plasma membrane of CA3 dendrites significantly decreases in males. G. In diestrus females, the partitioning ratio of DOR-SIG particles in any cellular compartment in
dendrites is not significantly different following CIS. H. In males, the partitioning ratio of DOR-SIG particles on plasma membrane in CA3 dendrites significantly decreases (*p < 0.05)
different following CIS. N ¼ 3 rats group; n ¼ 50 dendrites per rat.



Fig. 5. Sex differences in the percentage of DOR-labeled dendritic spines that
contact mossy fibers. A, B. Representative electron micrographs from an AIS proestrus
female (A) and AIS male (B) show an example of a cytoplasmic DOR-SIG particle (ar-
row) in a dendritic spine (sp) contacted by a mossy fiber. Scale bar ¼ 500 nm. C. After
AIS, the percent of DOR-labeled spines contacted by mossy fibers significantly in-
creases in males (*p < 0.05) but not proestrus females. D. After CIS, the percent DOR-
labeled spines contacted by mossy fibers approaches a significant decrease (̂ p ¼ 0.053)
in diestrus females. N ¼ 3 rats group; n ¼ 50 mossy fibers per rat.

Fig. 6. Sex differences in the number of DOR labeled dentate hilar interneurons
following CIS. A. Representative light micrograph from the dorsal dentate gyrus of a
control female rat shows DOR-labeled neurons in the dorsal blade (bl), central (cen)
and crest (cr) region of the hilus. B1,2. Representative micrographs of the dorsal blade
from control and CIS diestrus females. Arrows indicate examples of DOR-labeled cells.
gcl ¼ granule cell layer Scale bar A ¼ 200 mm; B ¼ 100 mm. C. Following CIS, density of
DOR-labeled cells in the hilus significantly increases in diestrus females (*p < 0.05). D.
Analysis of the subregions of the hilus shows that after CIS the number of DOR-labeled
cells significantly increases (*p < 0.05) selectively in the dorsal blade. E. In males, the
density of DOR-labeled cells in the hilus did not significantly change following CIS. F.
Following CIS, the numbers of DOR-labeled cells did not change in any hilar subregion
in males. N ¼ 5e6 rats per condition.
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labeled spines contacted by mossy fibers following acute oxyco-
done administration approached a significant increase (t 2.86 ¼ -
3.11, p ¼ 0.0564; Fig. 9D). Moreover, EM analysis revealed that the
partitioning ratio of the DOR-SIG particles significantly decreased
in near the plasmalemma (t 146.3 ¼ -3.10, P ¼ 0.0023) and
significantly increased (t 239.3 ¼ 3.02, p ¼ 0.0028) on the plasma-
lemma in the small dendrites (Fig. 9AeC).



Fig. 7. Sex differences in the distribution of DOR-SIG particles in GABAergic hilar dendrites following AIS. AeD. Representative electron micrographs show the distribution of
DOR-SIG particles in GABA-labeled dendrites (GABA-D) from a control proestrus female (A) and control male (B) and AIS proestrus female (C) and AIS male (D). Examples of
plasmalemmal (arrow with tail), near plasmalemmal (chevron) and cytoplasmic (arrow) DOR-SIG particles in dendrites are shown. After AIS, the density of near plasmalemmal
DOR-SIG particles increases in males. T ¼ terminal; uT ¼ unlabeled terminal. Scale bars A, B ¼ 500 nm. E, F. AIS did not significantly alter the density of DOR-SIG particles in any
cellular compartment in GABA-labeled dendrites in either proestrus females or males. G. After AIS, the density of DOR-SIG particles significantly decreased (p < 0.05) near the
plasmalemma of large GABA-labeled dendrites in proestrus females. H. After AIS, the near plasmalemmal density of DOR-SIG particles significantly increased (p < 0.05) in small
GABA-labeled dendrites in males.



Fig. 8. Sex differences in the distribution of DOR-SIG particles in GABAergic hilar dendrites following CIS. AeD. Representative electron micrographs show the distribution of
DOR-SIG particles in GABA-labeled dendrites (GABA-D) from a control diestrus female (A) and control male (B) and CIS diestrus female (C) and CIS male (D). Examples of near
plasmalemmal (chevron) and cytoplasmic (arrow) DOR-SIG particles in dendrites are shown. After CIS, the partitioning ratio of near plasmalemmal DOR-SIG particles increases in
females. T ¼ terminal; uT ¼ unlabeled terminal. Scale bars A, B ¼ 500 nm. E, F. CIS did not significantly alter the density of DOR-SIG particles in any cellular compartment in GABA-
labeled dendrites in either diestrus females or males. G. After CIS, the partitioning ratio of near plasmalemmal DOR-SIG particles in GABA-labeled dendrites significantly increases
(*p < 0.05) in diestrus females. H. There is an approaching significant decrease (̂ p ¼ 0.06) in partitioning ratio of near plasmalemma DOR-SIG particles in GABA-labeled dendrites in
males. N ¼ 3 rats group; n ¼ 50 dendrites per rat.
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Fig. 9. Effect of acute oxycodone on the distribution of DOR-SIG particles in CA3
and dentate hilar dendrites in CIS females. A, B. Representative electron micrographs
show the distribution of DOR-SIG particles in hilar dendrites from a saline and oxy-
codone injected CIS estrus females. Examples of plasmalemmal (arrow with tail), near
plasmalemmal (chevron) and cytoplasmic (arrow) DOR-SIG particles in dendrites are
shown. Scale bars A, B ¼ 500 nm. C. One hour after oxycodone (3 mg/kg, I.P.), the
partitioning ratio of DOR-SIG particles significantly increases on the plasmalemma and
significantly decreases near the plasmalemma of hilar dendrites in CIS estrus females
(**p < 0.01). D. One hour after oxycodone, the percent of DOR-labeled dendritic spines
contacted by mossy fibers approaches a significant increase (̂ p ¼ 0.056). N ¼ 3 rats per
group; n ¼ 50 dendrites (C) or mossy fibers (D) per rat.
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4. Discussion

These studies demonstrate that acute and chronic stress alter
the levels and trafficking of DORs in hippocampal neurons both
female and male rats. In particular, electron microscopic studies
reveal that DORs redistribute within CA3 pyramidal cells and
dentate hilar GABAergic interneurons in a sexually dimorphic
manner that would promote activation and LTP in males after AIS
and in females after CIS (Fig. 10). This redistribution of DORs is
consistent with known sex differences in learning and memory
tasks after stress: males display better cognitive performance after
acute stress whereas females display better cognitive performance
after chronic stress (Conrad et al., 2003; Kitraki et al., 2004; Luine
et al., 2007). Thus, these results suggest that acute and chronic
stress could affect opioid-related learning differentially in males
and females.
4.1. Baseline sex differences in the distribution of DORs in
hippocampal neurons

Our studies showed baseline sex differences in the levels and
distribution of DORs in CA3 pyramidal cells, but not granule cells,
which depended upon hormonal state of the females. The sex dif-
ference in the redistribution of DORs in CA3 pyramidal cell den-
drites is similar to that observed previously in CA1 pyramidal cell
dendrites (Williams et al., 2011b). By light microscopy, the levels of
DORs were decreased in CA3 pyramidal cell dendritic fields in
proestrus (high estrogen levels) compared to diestrus (low estro-
gen levels) whereas the DOR levels in males was closer to that seen
in diestrus females. By electron microscopy, CA3 pyramidal cell
dendrites in proestrus females compared to males had fewer near
plasmalemmal DORs and greater DOR-labeled spines contacted by
mossy fibers. This redistribution of DORs is thought to mediate the
low-frequency mediated LTP in mossy fiber-CA3 synapses that is
seen in proestrus females but not diestrus females or males (Harte-
Hargrove et al., 2015) (Fig. 10).

Several lines of evidence support the possibility that signaling
mechanisms for DOR and CRF receptors could interact in CA3 py-
ramidal cells and that sex and/or hormone levels could influence
this interaction in response to stress. In addition to DORs, CA3
pyramidal cell dendrites contain CRF receptors (H. McAlinn, T.A.
Milner unpublished data). Our previous studies in CA1 have shown
that proestrus females compared to males have higher numbers of
pyramidal cell dendrites that colabel for DOR and CRF1 with a
greater proportion of CRF1 on the plasma membrane (Williams
et al., 2011a). Further, the DOR agonist SNC80 can inhibit CRF
mediated cyclic AMP accumulation in hormone sensitive NG108-
15 cells (Williams et al., 2011a). Ligand activation of either DOR or
CRF receptor relies upon the presentation of these receptors to the
plasma membrane (Bangasser et al., 2010; Pradhan et al., 2009).
The balance of the signaling cascades activated by DOR or CRF re-
ceptor may depend upon which receptor predominates on the
plasma membrane at the time of the stressor. In the case of drug
naïve, unstressed rats this balance could be altered following both
acute and chronic stress.

4.2. Sex differences in DOR redistribution after AIS

Although our light microscopic studies showed that AIS resulted
in decreased levels of DOR-labeling in the stratum radiatum of CA3
in both females and males, our electron microscopic studies
revealed that AIS had different effects on the subcellular distribu-
tion of DORs within CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites. Specifically, after
AIS the density of DORs was increased in the cytoplasmic
compartment of large dendrites in females and increased in the
near-plasmalemmal compartment of small dendrites in males.
Additionally, AIS significantly increased the percentage of DOR
labeled dendritic spines contacted bymossy fibers in males, but not
females. This sexually dimorphic redistribution of DORs following
AIS could have different functional consequences. In particular,
although our findings suggest that the percent of DORs in CA3
dendritic spines remains high in females after AIS, the increase in
the number of cytoplasmic DORs suggests more DORs being
degraded or recycled (Fernandez-Monreal et al., 2012; Pierce et al.,
2009). In contrast, our results suggest that following AIS, DORs are
repositioned in the CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites of males where
theywould bemore available for opioid ligand binding (Fig.10). The
increase in the percentage of DOR-labeled dendritic spines con-
tacted by mossy fibers could affect the threshold for low frequency
opioid-dependent LTP previously observed in proestrus females but
not males (Harte-Hargrove et al., 2015). Moreover, as small den-
drites generally receive a higher number of excitatory-type inputs
(Froemke et al., 2005; Lovett-Barron et al., 2014), the AIS-induced
increase in the pool of DORs ready to be inserted into the plasma
membrane of distal CA3 dendrites could alter synaptic plasticity of
these neurons following exposure to an opioid ligand or in response
to release of opioids from entorhinal afferents (Fredens et al., 1984).

Following AIS, the subcellular redistribution of DORs in hilar
GABAergic interneurons also differed between the sexes. Similar to
CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites, AIS resulted in an increase of the near
plasmalemmal DORs in small GABA-labeled dendrites in males.
Moreover, in contrast to males, AIS resulted in a decrease in the



Fig. 10. Schematic shows sex differences in the hippocampal opioid system in unstressed, acute and chronic stressed rats. Arrows indicate predicted effects of DOR trafficking
changes on inhibition (minus signs) in the CA3 and dentate gyrus (DG). # 1e5 indicate points where there are sex differences in the DOR distribution in unstressed rats and after AIS
and CIS. Bt ¼ basket cell terminals; mf ¼ mossy fiber terminals; plasma membrane ¼ PM. Green color indicates enkephalin levels. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(1) In unstressed conditions, DORs are increased in CA3 pyramidal cell dendritic spines (Harte-Hargrove et al., 2015) and decreased near the plasmalemma of the shafts of
CA3 dendrites in high estrogen (proestrus) females compared tomales. Moreover, low frequency (1 Hz) stimulation of the granule cells elicits a DOR-dependent LTP in CA3
of proestrus females that is not seen in diestrus females or males (Harte-Hargrove et al., 2015).
(2) After AIS, DORs decrease in the cytoplasm of CA3 dendritic shafts in females but increase in the near plasmalemma compartment of dendritic shafts and spines
contacted by mossy fibers of CA3 pyramidal cells in males;
(3) After CIS, DORs decrease in the cytoplasm of dendritic shafts and spines contacted by mossy fibers in CA3 pyramidal cells in females and decrease near the plasma
membrane of CA3 neuron dendritic shafts in males. Males, but not females, display an atrophy of CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites following (McEwen, 1999).
(4) Previous studies have shown that DORs are primarily in GABAergic dendrites containing NPY/SOM (Commons and Milner, 1996a; Williams and Milner, 2011; Williams
et al., 2011b). GABAergic NPY/SOM interneurons are known to project to granule cell dendrites where they converge with entorhinal afferents from the lateral perforant
path (lpp) (Sperk et al., 2007). After AIS, DORs in GABAergic interneuron dendrites decrease near the plasma membrane in females but increase near the plasmalemma in
males.
(5) After CIS, DORs in GABAergic interneuron dendrites increase near the plasma membrane in females but decrease near the plasmalemma in males. The number of NPY-
containing neurons decreased in CIS males but not CIS females (not shown).
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near plasmalemmal DORs in large (proximal) GABA-labeled den-
drites in females. In the rat hilus, large portions of the GABAergic
interneurons contain NPY and SOM (Commons and Milner, 1996a;
Williams and Milner, 2011; Williams et al., 2011b). GABAergic
NPY/SOM interneurons are known to project to granule cell den-
drites where they converge with entorhinal afferents (Sperk et al.,
2007), many of which contain enkephalins (Commons and
Milner, 1995). Together with the CA3 results, these findings sug-
gest that following AIS in males alterations in the redistribution of
DORs could especially impact the network properties of the opioid-
containing entorhinal afferents in the hippocampus. In support of
this assertion, a prominent role for DORs in entorhinal afferents to
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the mouse CA1 region also has been reported (Rezai et al., 2013).

4.3. Sex differences in the expression of DOR in hilar interneurons
after CIS

The expression of DOR immunoreactivity in hilar interneurons
was elevated in females, but not males, following CIS. Further
analysis revealed that this increase was limited to the dorsal blade
region of the hilus. Our previous studies have shown that in-
terneurons in the dorsal blade also contain high levels of phos-
phorylated DOR (Burstein et al., 2013) and phosphorylated MORs
(pMOR) (Gonzales et al., 2011). Further, our previous studies also
demonstrated the expression of pMOR labeling interneurons in the
dorsal blade decreases in proestrus females and increases in males
(Gonzales et al., 2011). Moreover, we also have shown that DOR and
CRF colocalize to a similar extent in hilar interneurons in female
and male rats (Williams and Milner, 2011). Thus, although chronic
stress may activate DOR-containing interneurons in the hilus
equally in both sexes, these findings suggest different signaling
mechanisms may be recruited, resulting in opposite effects on the
expression of opioid receptors.

The limitation of CIS related changes to the expression of DOR
neurons to the dorsal blade of the dorsal dentate gyrus is inter-
esting given the known anatomical and connectional differences
from the ventral blade (for review see (Schmidt et al., 2012)) and
the involvement of the opioid system in these differences. In
particular, granule cells, which contain opioid peptides (Drake
et al., 2007) in the dorsal blade develop earlier (Frotscher et al.,
2007) and have greater dendritic lengths and spine densities
(Claiborne et al., 1990; Desmond and Levy, 1985). Moreover, the
ratio of granule cells to basket cells, which contain MORs (Milner
et al., 2013), is about twice that seen in the ventral blade (95) and
afferent projections from both the lateral entorhinal cortex
(enkephalin containing (Drake et al., 2007)) and supramammilary
nucleus (kappa opioid receptor containing (Drake et al., 1997)) are
greater in the dorsal blade (Tamamaki and Nojyo, 1993). As to how
sex differences in the redistribution of DORs play into these circuits
following chronic stress is a topic for future investigations.

4.4. Sex differences in DOR redistribution after CIS

Like AIS, CIS also differentially altered the redistribution of DORs
in hippocampal CA3 pyramidal cells and hilar interneurons in fe-
males and males (Fig. 10). Importantly, the pattern of the redistri-
bution following CIS in both sexes was the opposite of that
observed following AIS. Following CIS, cytoplasmic DORs decreased
in the CA3 pyramidal cells in females whereas plasmalemmal DORs
decrease in CA3 pyramidal cells in males. Additionally, the per-
centage of DOR-labeled dendritic spines contacted by mossy fibers
in females was reduced following CIS. As the percentage of DOR-
labeled spines correlates with the detection of low frequency
opioid-dependent LTP in females and males (Harte-Hargrove et al.,
2015), these results suggest the responses of CA3 pyramidal cells to
opioids following CISmay be suboptimal in females. However, since
the females examined in the CIS portion of the study were in
diestrus, it is possible that the low estrogen levels contributed to
this decrease in DOR-labeled spines (Williams et al., 2011b).
Importantly, our studies showed that acute administration of
oxycodone doubled the percentage of DOR-labeled spines con-
tacted by mossy fibers.

CIS increased DORs in the near plasmalemmal compartment of
hilar GABAergic dendrites in females but decreased DORs in the
near plasmalemmal compartment of GABAergic dendrites in males
(Fig. 10). This sexual dimorphism in the rearrangement of DORs
could have significant functional consequences. As with the males
following AIS, this suggests that CIS in females has increased the
pool of DORs available for insertion into the plasma membrane of
GABAergic (mostly NPY/SOM containing) interneurons following
ligand exposure. Indeed our subsequent experiment demonstrated
that one-hour after acute administration of oxycodone DORs
moved from the near plasmalemmal compartment to the plasma-
lemmal compartment of GABA-labeled dendrites. Previous studies
in mice demonstrate that DOR presentation to the plasma mem-
brane of GABAergic interneurons is important for opioid-paired
context learning (Faget et al., 2012). Thus, CIS in females, but not
males, could prime females for enhanced context learning in
response to opioids.

4.5. Functional considerations

Together with our previous studies, the present study reveals
notable sex differences in the hippocampal opioid system and that
acute and chronic stress have opposing affects on this system in
females and males (Fig. 10). These changes are consistent with
known sex differences in learning and memory tasks after stress:
females display impaired cognitive performance after acute stress
whereas males display impaired cognitive performance after
chronic stress (Conrad et al., 2003; Kitraki et al., 2004; Luine et al.,
2007; Weiss et al., 2005).

In unstressed female rats with high estrogen states compared to
males, opioids and opioid receptors are arranged in a manner that
enhances excitation and promotes learning processes. In females at
high estrogen states compared to males, enkephalins levels are
about two times higher and DORs are about three times greater in
CA3 dendritic spines contacted by mossy fibers (Harte-Hargrove
et al., 2015) and about twice as high near the plasma membrane
of CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites. Additionally, females in high es-
trogen states compared to females in low estrogen states havemore
MORs on the plasma membrane of hilar GABA interneurons
(Torres-Reveron et al., 2009). Moreover, females in high estrogen
states, but not males, show a strong MOR regulation of mossy fiber
transmission and a novel DOR-dependent form of mossy fiber-CA3
LTP (Harte-Hargrove et al., 2015).

In females, regardless of estrous state, acute stress decreases
enkephalin levels (Pierce et al., 2014) and DORs and MORs traffic
within CA3 pyramidal cells and GABA interneurons in a manner
that would reduce excitation and learning processes. In contrast,
acute stress has opposite and more limited effects on the opioid
system in males: enkephalins are unchanged (Pierce et al., 2014),
total MORs on PARV hilar neurons are slightly increased (Milner
et al., 2013) and DORs are prepositioned in a manner that could
promote mossy fiber-CA3 LTP and GABAergic disinhibition.

Our results suggest that chronic stress “primes” the opioid
system in all females, regardless of estrous stage, in a manner that
would promote excitation and learning processes following sub-
sequent exposure either to stress or an opioid ligand. The opioid
system in all females after CIS resembles that of females in elevated
estrogen states: (1) the pool of available enkephalin is elevated in
mossy fibers (Pierce et al., 2014); (2) DORs are decreased in the
dendritic shafts in CA3 pyramidal cells; and (3) MORs are increased
in the dendrites and terminals of PARV GABAergic interneurons in
the dentate gyrus (Milner et al., 2013). Moreover, (4) after CIS in
females, DORs have mobilized to the near-plasmalemma of the
dendrites of GABAergic NPY/SOM interneurons known to project to
granule cell dendrites where they converge with entorhinal affer-
ents (Milner and Bacon, 1989; Milner and Veznedaroglu, 1992).
Following acute oxycodone exposure, the DORs redistribute to the
plasma membrane of dendrites in hilar GABAergic interneurons in
CIS females. These findings suggest that a second mechanism for
enhancing hippocampal excitation and perhaps drug-related
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learning processes comes into play in females after CIS. Specifically,
since DORs inhibit NPY release, activation of DORs on NPY-
containing GABA interneurons could promote lateral perforant
pathway LTP (Sperk et al., 2007).

Environmental context is an important component of drug
acquisition and relapse (Crombag et al., 2008; Koob and Volkow,
2010) and sexual dimorphism in response to stress is important
in these processes (Bangasser and Shors, 2010; Beck and Luine,
2010; Becker and Koob, 2016). Accumulating evidence indicates
that connections between the dentate gyrus and CA3 region in the
dorsal hippocampus are engaged in pattern separation, which in-
cludes learning that two events are the same despite variation
(reviewed in (Schmidt et al., 2012)). Moreover, the finding that
naloxone disrupts visual-spatial pattern completion in CA3b
(Kesner and Warthen, 2010) indicates that opioids are involved.
Thus, the current study, together with our previous studies, sug-
gests that sexual dimorphism in the opioid system, especially in
response to stress, would affect drug-related learning.
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